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Patterns of Strategie Flexibility
In increasingly turbulent business environments of today's globalizing economy, where strategically rele
vant changes in the context of industrial organizations are no exceptions anymore, the dominant approaches
to firm strategy, like sustainable competitive advantage and strategie fit, have to be explicitly complemented
by the notion of strategie ßexibility. This paper is identifying and analyzing patterns of strategie ßexibility in a
firm's strategy when this firm is facing significant changes in its environmental context. Based on the analy
sis of 35 interview sessions with senior executive managers of 25 companies and n6 incidents, this research is
identifying distinguishable forms environmental turbulence, which companies are perceiving in their busi
ness environment and corresponding patterns of strategie ßexibility in the strategy of these organizations.

I Introduction

"Technological change demands an
even greater measure of adaptability
and versatility on the part of the ge
neral management of a large organiza
tion. Unless management remains al
ert, it can be stricken with complacency
- one of the most insidious dangers we
face in business." (Watson T. 1963: 63).

Many incumbent firms in the ma
nufacturing industry of western high
wage countries, which operate in in
ternational or global markets, face a
dilemma situation in today's business
environment. To successfully compe
te with emerging firms from so-calied
low-cost countries, these companies
have to increase their efforts for techno
logical innovation, either to maintain a
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competitive cost base or to differentiate
their products. Either way is often in
creasing technology intensity of these
firms, and therefore competitive advan
tage of these companies is increasingly
based on technology and technological
knowledge and innovation. Additio
nally, already established positions of
technological advantage are becoming
less sustainable.

In a global analysis ofinterviews with
1000 chief executive ofllcers (CEOs), a
recent IBM study identifies a so-calied
change gap (IBM 2008: 14). While 83%
of all interviewed CEOs expect subs
tantial change in the business context
of their organizations, only 61% could
confirm that their companies were
able to handle substantial change suc-

cessfully in the past. On the one hand,
companies are facing a more dynamic
and complex technology environment,
which increases uncertainty for techno
logy decisions, but also limits durabili
ty of these decisions. At the other hand,
the overall criticalness of technology as
a strategie variable is increasing.

Fine argues that in this new environ
ment, a firm needs the ability to con
tinually redesign itself and its strategy
for chains of temporary technology-ba
sed competitive advantages (Fine CH.
1996: 5). The ability to change quickly
and successfully when facing increa
singly substantial and also unexpected
changes in the business environment
is proposed to become more critical
than ever (IBM 2008: 18). Ir is exactly
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F1GURE I: DYNAMIC PATTERNS IN STRATEGY DEPENDING ON TIMING AND Q!!ALlTY

OF PERCEPTION OF AN INCIDENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL TURBULENCE

Quality of
Perception

of a firm. In business contexts, whieh
are affeeted by strategieally relevant
change, tomorrow's eeonomie perfor
mance of a firm may be eompletely in
dependent from today's strategie fit, as
all eompetitive advantage is only tem
porary. There is a eonfliet of goals that
does not exist in stable and predietable
business environments and whieh has
to be resolved by an adequate balance

By analyzing how eompanies manage
ineidents of turbulenee in their busi
ness environment, it was eoncluded
that the pereeptions of environmental
turbulenee by senior managers trigger
dynamie strategie deeisions. The noti
on dynamie implies two phenomena:
First, these patterns evolve and change
over time and are not diserete events at
a eertain point of time, and seeond, the
patterns have a cumulative and path-

].2 Identified Patterns ofStrategic Flexi
bility

Figure I shows the underlying logie of
this eategorization. While the first di
mension distinguishes between antiei
pated and unantieipated ineidents (ti
ming of initial pereeption), the seeond
dimension differentiates the quality of
existing knowledge and insights related
to the ineident and its eonsequenees
within the eompany (quality or pereep
tion).

• Known Knowns (48 eases): Strategi
eally relevant ineidents in the busi
ness environment were antieipated
by the organization before they ae
tually oeeurred and were suffieiently
understood by the organization be
fore they showed any impact.

• Known Unknowns (42 eases): Stra
tegieally relevant ineidents in the
business environment were antieipa
ted by the organization before they
aetually oeeurred but were initially
not suffieiently understood.

• Unknowns (26 eases): Strategieal
ly relevant ehanges in the business
environment, whieh were not anti
eipated before their oeeurrenee and
showed direet impact on the organi
zation.

The interviewed experts reported on
n6 historieal and reeent eases of stra
tegieally relevant ehanges in their busi
ness environment. Despite signifieant
differenees in industry eontext and
the heterogeneity of the studied com
panies, it was possible to cluster these
ineidents into three generie eategories
by identifying relevant dimensions:

3 Empirieal Analysis and Results

].1 Perception ofTurbulent Business
Environments

Low (Unknowns)

between strategie fit and strategie flexi
bility.

Strategie fit is an organizational sta
te of optimal alignment between the
eurrent business environment and a
eompany's resourees, eapabilities and
positions, whieh realizes or maintains
eompetitive advantage.

Strategie flexibility ean be inter
preted as the organizational state of
alignment between a eompany's re
sourees, eapabilities and positions, the
strategieally relevant change in its en
vironment and its strategie options on
new forms and sources of eompetitive
advantage. Strategie flexibility in this
sense is some form of intentional statie
strategie misfit or dynamie strategie fit
with the business environment.

Parallel to strategie fit with the eur
rent eonditions in the business environ
ment, strategies of firms in inereasingly
turbulent environments also have to
support an adequate state of strategie
flexibility. An optimal strategy ereates
an adequate balance between strategie
fit and strategie flexibility depending
on the degree of turbulenee in the busi
ness environment.

High (Knowns)

Although the literature and eontri
butions to strategie flexibility are high
ly diverse, some eommon and eentral
elements were identified, whieh serve
as a basis for a eonstruet of strategie
flexibility. For this work the following
approach to strategie flexibility is adop
ted:

Strategie flexibility is astate of inten
ded or intentionally endured strategie
misfit between the eurrently attained
or pursued strategie positions of eom
petitive advantage, the current busi
ness eontext and the eurrent resouree
and eapability base of an organization.
Astate of strategie flexibility is ereated
by strategie options on the future adop
tion of alternative or additional forms
and sources of eompetitive advantage.

In stable business environments
where eompetitive advantage is su
stainable, eurrent firm sueeesses and
superior performance is a suffieient
eriterion for sustainability and survival

2 The Coneept ofStrategie Flexibility

senior exeeutive managers of these orga
nizations.

Anticipated
(Known)

this ability to change and reeonfigure
an organization and its strategy when
confronted with signifieant ehanges,
whieh is summarized by the notion
of strategie flexibility (Evans ].S. 1991:
69ff). The qualitative data for the eon
clusions in this paper was eolleeted in
Austrian, German and Swiss manuf
aeturing eompanies by eondueting
semi-struetured expert interviews with

Unanticipated
(Unknown)

Timing of
Initial Perception
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FIGURE 2: PATTERN OF STRATEGIe FLEXIBILITY FOR KNOWN KNOWNS

3.2.1 PPE-Pattern (Predict, Prepare &
Enact)Jar Known Knowns

This pattern of strategie Aexibility
where incidents of environmental tur
bulence are predictable and sufficient
Iy understood as known knows, show
three phases (see Figure 2):

• Anticipating a future incident of
turbulence without full insight on
its potential impact and an adequate
response by the organization.

• Preempting the incident of tur
bulence to create additional insight
by actively or passively following its

3.2.2 APA-Pattern (Anticipate, Preempt
& Align)Jar Known Unknowns

This pattern can be described by three
phases (see Figure 3):

In all cases of identified known
knowns, the companies immunized
themselves for the predicted change by
specific creation of strategie options.

Although these incidents were per
ceived as highly probable, their even
tual or complete realization in the
future creates a residual uncertainty,
whether the prediction turns out right.
The complete commitment in form
of full enactment and adoption of the
prepared measures takes place, if the
probable prediction is realizing. Georg
Fischer enacted a full commitment to
the intended strategy by realizing ma
jor acquisitions in the competing tech
nology, when they were completely
confident it is necessary.

When analyzing 48 incidents which
were perceived as known knowns,
the predict, prepare & enact pattern
emerged as a dominant sequence in
strategy change. In all cases the invol
ved companies were completely aware
of the upcoming turbulence. The im
pact, timing and the underlying cau
sality of the incident was sufficiently
understood by involved decision ma
kers. As the eventual occurrence of the
predicted incident and the realization
of the consequences for the company
were regarded as highly probable, the
company prepared by formulating a
new intended strategy, which took into
account the predicted incident.

expected and prepared by the company
as a known known.

Georg Fischer was preparing and
initiating merger and acquisition ac
tivities to get adequate access to in
tellectual property and know-how in
the emerging substitution technolo
gy, which was threatening one of the
company's products.

Enaet

Exercising
Strategie Option

Enacbng cf prepared measures
and relevant elements of the new
lIltended strateg)' jf the incident

occ:ursasPfedicted.

Stlteof
Strategie
Flexibility

Prepare

Prepamg for the future reaization
of the inddent by designaled

inrtiatJves as integraled pan of the
intended strateg)'.

I The author is grateful to the
interviewees at the studied compa
nies for the permission to publish the
cases.

strategy, if the incident occurs as
predicted. If the incident does not
occur as predicted because of wrong
initial assumptions or changing cir
cumstances, the recurrence to the
initially intended strategy serves as a
fallback position.

One of Georg Fischer's business units
is producing precision machinery and
automation equipment for tool and
mould making. Wire and die-sinking
electric discharge machines were initial
Iy one of Georg Fischer's core products
and are still part of its current produet
portfolio. The production process pro
vided by Georg Fischer's technology
was basically without alternative for
the applications of Georg Fischer's
customers. In their very beginning, so
called high-speed or high-performance
milling systems were regarded as infe
rior to the provided electric discharge
machines until technological innova
tions and continuous improvements
of this technology enabled the applica
tion of high-speed milling for tool and
mould making of Georg Fischer's cus
tomers. Although high-speed milling
and its future potential was regarded
as massive threat of obsolescence to
one of Georg Fischer's core technology
and Aagship product, this partial subs
titution process between competing
process technologies was perceived as
foreseeable change and was therefore

Case "Known Knowns": Georg Fischer 
Partial substitution ofcore product tech
nology by alternative and improving
process technology 1

Prediet

Creating
Strategie Option

Predicting the future inCIdenl ci
enwonmental turbulence. its

timing, its impact on the
organizaoon. and an adequate
response by the orgamzationStrategie Flexibility

for
Known Knowns

+Oeteeted Realization of Indd.nt

+Exerclsing Oeelslon of Sb"ategic Option

• Predicting the future incident of
turbulence, its impact on the orga
nization and an adequate strategie
response.

• Preparing for the future realization
by designated initiatives as integra
ted part of the intended strategy.

• Enacting of prepared measures and
relevant elements of the intended

dependent character of commitment
and take into account additional or
changing insights and assumptions.
Depending on timing and quality of
perception, three general dynamic
change patterns of strategy change
were identified. Figure I applies this
distinction and shows these dynamic
change patterns depending on timing
and quality of perception of a reported
incident.

If a future incident is perceived as
a known known, a predict, prepare &
enact pattern was identified in the strat
egy of the involved company. If an inci
dent is anticipated but there is a signifi
cant residual ambiguity on the incident
and its consequences for the company
(known unknowns), the involved or
ganization shows decision patterns in
their strategy, which can be interpreted
as anticipate, preempt & align pattern.
If the incident is not anticipated at all
(unknowns), a purely reactive sense, re
spond & renew pattern in the strategy
of studied industrial organizations was
identified.
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FIGURE 3: PATTERN OF STRATEGIC FLEXIBILITY FOR KNOWN UNKNOWNS

Strategie Flexibility
tor

Known Unknowns

+Detected Realization 0' lneident

+Exercising Decision 0' Strategk: Option

Anticipate

Anticipation of maglll3ble future
scenanos ...mich can be either

additional Of alternative 10
currenUy assumed Mure.

Preempting alternative or addibonaI
scenanos by adequate but llmited

COfTVflltment inta imaglt\i1tMe
future scenarios and cooönuous

observabon of scenario
reafization.

Stateof
Strategie F1exibility

Align

Full adopbon 01 aod oommltment k)

evenlually realizmg scenanos
BIld abaodonmenl cf obso'ele

scenaoos.

atives of limited commitment. MON
DI Business Paper prepares a specific
involvement into sustainable organic
resources and the necessary process
technologies.

While these steps initiate an involve
ment into these known unknowns,
which somehow correlates with percei
ved probabilities and level of urgencies
related to these scenarios, these involve
ments are of limited commitment and
specificity. If a known unknown is rea
lizing, the preemptive aetions allow to
align strategies by gradually changing
the intensity and specificity of commit
ments.

FIGURE 4: PATTERN OF STRATEGIC FLEXIBILITY FOR UNKNOWNS

S....
ot Slnteglc

FI••lblJlty

5ensong ot ...._ and sudden

OCOJrrence of noo-antiapaled
enWotvnentallurb.llenc:e

Sense Renew

Formal renewal and reformulabon
of intended strategy b8sed on

actually reala:ed StrateglC
<eacOons

Respond

Exercislng
Strategie Option

Oe facto distuptJon of initialty
intended stnttegy by bmefy and

proper response and prompt
straleglC actJons

A business unit of ANDRITZ is pro
viding metaI and steel processing facili-

Case "Unknowns": ANDRITZ - Unan
ticipated breakthrough of substitutive
product technology

• Sensing the actual realization of an
incident of turbulence and its im
pact on the organization.

• Responding to the occurrence by
immediate and designated initiati
ves to address resulting threats and
opportunities in the currently reali
zing strategy.

• Renewing the initially intended but
obsolete strategy by considering
the occurrence of and immediate
response to the unanticipated mCl

dents of turbulence.

I' II~I

The identified dynamic change pat
tern in strategy when organizations are
facing the unanticipated occurrence of
environmental turbulence consists of
these three distinguishable phases (see
Figure 4):

].2.] SRR-Pattern (Sense, Respond &
Renew)JOr Unknowns

CD

~f
Creating

Strategie Option

Strategie Flexibility
tor

Unknowns

+Dete<:ted Realiution 01 Inc~nt

+ Ex.~lslng Declslon of Snteglc Option

MONDI Business Paper could ima
gine its own future obsolescence, as
its product may become substituted.
Although a scenario is a consistent
and plausible picture of the future, the
ambiguity on if, how, when and why
a scenario realizes, keeps these compa
nies from full commitments. Instead,
the studied companies preempted the
known unknowns with parallel initi-

long-existing scenario of "paper-free
households".

Next to the preferred scenario of in
cremental developments of the status
quo, MONDI Business Paper perceives
these two alternative pictures of the fu
ture as know unknowns, which would
imply massive technology discontinui
ties in the case of their realization.

By analyzing reported behaviors
of companies triggered by 42 inci
dents that were interpreted known
unknowns, the anticipate, preempt &
align pattern was identified. In these
cases, technology turbulence is percei
ved as either alternative or additional
scenario for the future. Although anti
cipated, it creates ambiguity for the or
ganization, because different versions
of the future are imaginable.

MONDI Business Paper is agiobai ma
nufacturer of uncoated fine paper of
different quality. Depending on local
conditions, the integrated paper mills
of MONDI Business Paper use different
technologies and resources for its pro
duetion processes by eventually produ
cing a certain portfolio of homogenous
products.

The actual produetion process of pa
per is considered to be a mature indus
trial process with many incremental im
provements but with a stable dominant
design in process and architecture. One
imaginable future scenario for MONDI
Business paper is the complete substi
tution of paper by bio-plastic made of
renewable organic resources. Plastic
extrusion technology could be used to
produce paper-like plastic films, which
could substitute the entire product by
using less energy and creating less en
vironmental emissions over the whole
production process.

Additionally to the substitution of
conventional paper by plastic, another
imaginable scenario is the obsoleteness
of paper, because of breakthroughs in
mobile e1ectronic devices like e-books,
flexible displays, touch screen tech
nology, improved infrastructure and
information & communication tech
nology could eventually realize the

further development in the intended
strategy.

• Aligning of the preempting activi
ties within the intended strategy,
if resolving ambiguity allows more
specific commitments.

Case "Known Unknowns": MONDI
Business Paper - Diverse substitution
and obsolescence scenarios for uncoated
fine paper
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ties to their customers. One of the core
products and technological know-how
of this business unit are galvanization
facilities to process steel for high-qual i
ty demands of the automotive industry.
The galvanization technology by elec
trolytic zinc coating, provided by A 
DRITZ, was considered to be the most
reliable process, which was able to ful
fill the highest quality requiremems.

An alternative galvanization process,
hot dip galvanization, which allows for
lower investmem and operation costs,
was inferior in quality and was initially
not used for any high quality applica
tion of ANDRITZ' customers.

Process innovations made the hot
dip technology a reasonable and cheap
but unexpected alternative also in seg
ments with higher requiremems. With
only low amicipation, ANDRITZ was
confromed with technological impro
vements of this substitutive technolo
gy and imerpreted it as an unexpected
and massive threat to one of its core
businesses.

Additionally to the cost advamages
in investmem and operations, it was
recognized that there was also a poten
tial for further technological improve
mems. In all 26 cases, where an unan
ticipated incidem occurred, immediate
attemion and a timely and proper re
sponse was required. ANDRITZ re
sponded by prompt strategie aetions,
which evemually disrupted the existing
imended strategy. They did initially not
intend to emer hot-dip galvanization
technology, but they immediately star
ted external sourcing of technological
competence via merger and acquisition
activities when hot-dip galvanization
became an obvious threat.
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4 Concluding
Summary

Goal of this pa
per was to study
the phenomenon of
strategie flexibility
in firm strategies of
incumbem firms in
turbulem business
environmems. De
pending on when
and how good. .
compames percelve
these incidems, differem patterns of
strategie flexibility are changing firm
strategies.

This flexibility value of adequate
strategie options is embedded in their
functionality ofcreating a potemial fle
xibility of choice and to create strategie
flexibility before it is actually needed.
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